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Abstract

In this work a Gaussian Hidden Markov Model (GHMM)

based automatic sign language recognition system is built

on the SIGNUM database. The system is trained on

appearance-based features as well as on features derived

from a multilayer perceptron (MLP). Appearance-based

features are directly extracted from the original images

without any colored gloves or sensors. The posterior es-

timates are derived from a neural network. Whereas MLP

based features are well-known in speech and optical char-

acter recognition, this is the first time that these features

are used in a sign language system. The MLP based fea-

tures improve the word error rate (WER) of the system from

16% to 13% compared to the appearance-based features.

In order to benefit from the different feature types we in-

vestigate a combination technique. The models trained on

each feature set are combined during the recognition step.

By means of the combination technique, we could improve

the word error rate of our best system by more than 8%

relative and outperform the best published results on this

database by about 6% relative.

1. Introduction

Sign language is the main natural communication mean

for deaf and hard of hearing people. Sign language is nei-

ther international, nor fully based on the local spoken lan-

guages. Several different regional languages exist around

the word such as American Sign Language (ASL), French

Sign Language (LSF) and German Sign Language (DGS).

In sign language, the information is conveyed visually and

simultaneously using hands, torso and facial expression.

Therefore, recognition of sign language is a research area

with several challenges in particular in the area of computer

vision.

Automatic Sign Language Recognition requires the

combined analysis of different information streams includ-

ing hand gestures (hand shape, orientation and movement

trajectories), body poses and facial expressions. Tracking

the hands to extract manual features is a challenging task

since, the hands move fast, have high degrees of freedom

and occlude each other and the face. In some previous

works, the signer was therefore required to wear coloured

gloves to simplify the tracking and segmentation of the

hands [7] [6]. However, that is an unnatural way to sign.

A more natural approach uses skin color for segmentation

of the hands. Cooper et al. [2] learn a Gaussian skin colour

model from face region to detect the hands. In [9], Piater et

al. present a hand tracking system based on skin color re-

gion segmentation followed by PCA-based template match-

ing. Roussos et al. present in [11] a framework that utilizes

novel aspects concerning probabilistic and morphological

visual processing for the segmentation, tracking and hand-

shape modeling of the hands. Von Agris et al. use in [14]

a generic skin color model and high level knowledge of the

human body to detect and segment hands. Starner et al. pre-

sented in [12] a video-based approach for recognizing con-

tinuous ASL. A single camera is used to extract features as

input of an HMM system. Their algorithm scans the image

until it finds a pixel of skin color given an a priori model

and apply morphological dilatation. They obtain good re-

sults with a camera mounted on the desk and in a users cap,

but on a small vocabulary of 40 signs only. In [15], Zahedi

et al. use different appearance-based features to recognize

words of American Sign Language (ASL). Good results are

achieved using intensity images, skin color images, and dif-

ferent first- and second-order derivatives. Nevertheless, the

database used contains 110 utterances and the vocabulary is

limited to 10 words only. All those features have in com-

mon that they rely on the segmented input images. Possible

segmentation errors will degrade the overall performance

of the system. On the other side they have been limited to

small lexicons.
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Facial expressions play a very important role in sign lan-

guage in resolving ambiguity between signs which have

similar manual signs. In [9] and [14] an active appearance

model (AAM) [3] is used to combine shape and texture

information about face. Fitting errors are a possible error

sources since local occlusions can lead the global model to

degenerate and lose track of even non-occluded features.

Neural network based features, expecially features

trained by multilayer perceptron have become a major

component of state-of-the-art speech recognition systems

[13, 10]. There, a trained MLP estimates class posterior

probabilities which are used as input features to train a

GHMM based recognition system. MLP-based posterior

probabilities could be used in two different ways within

the recognition system. Instead of estimating the Gaussian

mixture model the MLP-based posteriors are used directly.

The posterior of a GHMM based system are derived by the

MLP-based posterior estimates. Therefore, the MLP-based

posterior probabilities are divided by the prior state proba-

bilities. This concept is known as the hybrid approach. In

the second concept the posterior estimates are used as nor-

mal input features to train a GHMM system. This tandem

concept has been first published by [5] and is superior to the

hybrid approach when a small number of classes is used.

A general review on recent research in sign language

and gesture recognition is given by Ong et Ranganath [8].

So far MLP-based features have been employed only for

speech recognition and optical character recognition. In

speech recognition, they are typically used in combination

with standard short-term spectral-based features, and yield

consistent improvements in word error rate. In this paper,

we investigate the tandem approach and use the MLP-based

posteriors features as input for our GHMM system to recog-

nise sign language.

In Section 2 we introduce our GHMM-based automatic

sign language recognition system. Followed by the corre-

sponding features used in Section 3. The database used in

this work is presented in Section 4. In Section 5, the results

of our experiments are presented. We conclude the paper in

Section 6.

2. Automatic Sign Language Recognition Sys-

tem Overview

In automatic sign language recognition, we are inter-

ested in the best gloss sequence wN
1

= w1, ..., wN , for

which the sequence of observation (i.e. hand patches ex-

tracted at position uT
1

from the full image sequence XT
1

)

xT
1

= x1, ..., xT has been observed (see Figure 1). We want

to choose the gloss ŵN
1

that maximizes the posterior proba-

bility p(wN
1
|xT

1
) over all possible gloss sequences wN

1
.

xT
1
→ ŵN

1
(xT

1
) = argmax

wN

1

{pα(wN
1

) · pβ(xT
1
|wN

1
)} (1)
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Figure 1. Bayes’ decision rule used in ASLR with tracking frame-

work. The result of the tracking is used as input for the recognition

system.

where p(wN
1

) is the probability that the gloss sequence

wN
1

will be uttered (language model), and p(xT
1
|wN

1
) is

the probability of observing features xT
1

given the gloss se-

quence wN
1

(visual model). α and β are weighting factors

for the language model and the visual model. Annotated

examples are needed for training the visual model. Each

example in the training set is linearly segmented against the

models, and the initial estimates of the GHMM parameters

are computed. At this point the mapping of each feature

vector to the most probably state is conducted. The result

of this step is a set of observations pertaining to a specific

HMM state, which observations can be used to refine the

transition probabilities and also the mean and the covari-

ance matrices associated with this HMM state.

2.1. Synchronous Combination without Retraining

Several separately trained visual models using differ-

ent feature sets from the same input image can be com-

bined by log-linear combination of the visual probabilities

pi((x
T
1
)i|w

N
1

) where wN
1

denotes a sequence of glosses and

(xT
1
)i denotes the sequence of observation extracted using

the algorithm i. This approach has been used successfully

in automatic speech recognition, leading to significant im-

provements as presented in [17].

The visual model p((xT
1
)|wN

1
) from Bayes’ decision rule

in Equation (1) can be redefined as:

p((xT
1
)i|w

N
1

) =
∏

i

pi((x
T
1
)i|w

N
1

)λi (2)

Consequently, the Bayes’ decision rule for log-linear fea-

ture combination using a single language model and an

acoustic model for each acoustic feature set can be written
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as:

xT
1
→ ŵN

1
(xT

1
) = argmax

W

{p(wN
1

)λlm ·
∏

i

pi((x
T
1
)i|w

N
1

)λi} (3)

λlm is the weight of the language model and λi the weight

of the visual model for the features extracted using the al-

gorithm i. The visual model weights have been optimized

empirically.

3. Feature Extraction

3.1. Appearencebased Features

Appearance-based approaches are methods that use the

original input images or their projections onto a suitable

lower dimensional subspace as features. These features do

not rely on any models and have the advantage over invasive

system (i.e. where the signer wears gloves or sensors) that

simple standard cameras can be used to obtain the images.

Different appearance-based features have been used in [15],

[16] for recognition of isolated signs in ASL. Although

these features have been used for isolated signs, we inte-

grated them into our continuous sign language recognition

system. Our baseline system uses therefore appearence-

based features from original images (downscaled to 32 ×
32 pixels), since they give a global description of manual

and non manual features of sign language.

If the resolution of the downscaled images becomes too

low, more detailed manual features have to be provided.

Our tracking algorithm [4] is used to find the dominant hand

(i.e. the hand that is mostly used for one-handed signing).

Using the resulting coordinates, we produce 32 × 32 pixels

hand patches centered at the tracked position.

Tracking the hand in an image sequence XT
1

=
X1, ..., XT is formulated in [4] as a probabilistic optimi-

sation problem. The path of the hand positions uT
1

=
u1, ..., uT is searched that maximizes the likelihood given

the image sequence XT
1

:

ûT
1

= argmax
uT

1

{p(uT
1
|XT

1
)} (4)

This approach optimizes over the complete sequences and

therefore avoids local decisions that might not be correct.

We use cropped hand patches as input features for the sys-

tem. Examples of cropped hand patches are shown in Table

1. The images represent the hand shapes and orientations of

the dominant hand.

Training an ASLR system with high dimensional fea-

tures requires a huge number of observations to train robust

models. Dimensionality reduction technique like Principal

Component Analysis (PCA) helps to reduce the dimension-

ality of the resulting feature vectors while rejecting noise

and retaining the most relevant information.

Table 1. First row shows hand patches with different hand shapes

and the second row patches cropped from a sequence of images.

These hand patches are extracted from our tracking framework.
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Figure 2. Simple feed-forward neural network. The neural net-

work consist of one hidden layer, one output and one input layer.

At the end, the posterior estimates are transformed by logarithm.

3.2. Neural Network based Features

In all our experiments, we have trained a simple feed for-

ward MLP as shown in Figure 2. The MLP consists of one

hidden layer, one input layer and one output layer. The two

different input feature types used to train the MLP are based

on the appearence based features as described in the previ-

ous section. The first feature stream consists of the appear-

ance based hand patches of size 32 × 32. These features

are concatenated within a sliding window of length 5 and

transformed by PCA to a final dimension of 200. The hand-

patches are referred to as RAW features, whereas the PCA

transformed handpatches for MLP training are referred to

as PCA. The target labels for training the MLP are the 455

different glosses of the system and silence. In the last layer,

the softmax activation function is applied to obtain posterior

estimates.

In order to include temporal information in the input fea-

tures for the MLP training, consecutive frames of size 1, 3, 5

or 7 of the appearance based RAW feature set, as well as for

the PCA transformed features are concatenated and after-

wards normalized by mean and variance. Since the dimen-

sion of the hand patches are huge, only one or three consec-

utive frames have been used as input to train the MLP.

We have trained the MLP with different hidden layer

sizes, starting from 1000 hidden nodes up to 2000 hidden
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nodes. Whereas the best results are achieved with a con-

figuration of 1500 nodes in the hidden layer, the other con-

figuration are only slightly worse. In order to obtain the

alignment for training the MLP, the training data has been

aligned with a previously trained GHMM based system.

This baseline GHMM based system is based on the PCA

transformed appearance based hand pathes as described in

the previous section.

The training of the MLP has been performed on a train-

ing set, where the performance of the training is measured

on a cross validation set. Therefore, the whole training set

has been divided into two disjunct sets. In the training pro-

cedure the cross validation set is used to adjust the learning

rate and to avoid overfitting of the network. Depending on

the feature set and the size of the sliding window the train-

ing frame accuracy could be improved from 76% up to 92%

on the training set and from 68% up to 75% on the cross

validation set. Whereas the best training results has been

achieved by the PCA based features and a window size of

7, the best recognition error rate is obtained by another fea-

tures set.

As described in [5] the final posterior estimates of the

MLP are gaussianized. To this purpose, the features are

transformed by logarithm. In order to evaluate the perfor-

mance of the neural network based log posterior features, a

GHMM based system has been trained on these log trans-

formed posterior estimates starting from a linear segmenta-

tion.

4. SIGNUM Sign Language Corpus

The experiments in this work are performed on the

SIGNUM database containing German Sign Language

(DGS) [1]. The recordings of the SIGNUM database have

been conducted under laboratory condition with uniform

background as well as dark clothes for the signer. Table

2 shows some images from this database. The yellow rect-

angle shows our tracking results of the dominant hand of

the signers.

Table 2. Three image examples of the SIGNUM database. Our

tracking result of the dominant hand is marked in yellow.

The database is divided into three times 603 sentences

for training and three times 177 sentences for testing. It has

a basic vocabulary of 450 signs from the DGS which are fre-

quently used in everyday conversation. The basic signs all

differ if we consider only the manual information streams.

However, some signs change their meaning when they are

combined with a different facial expression. The corpus

contains 13911 running words divided in 11109 words in

the training set and 2802 words in the test set for the signer

dependent setup. 3 running words in the test set are not

present in the training set (out-of-vocabulary) and can there-

fore not be recognized. The speaker dependent performance

has been evaluated on three recordings of the same signer.

The corpus statistics for this task are given in Table 3.

Table 3. Corpus statistics of the SIGNUM database.

Train Test

# sentences 1809 531

# frames 416,620 114230

# running glosses 11109 2802

vocabulary size 455 -

# oov rate [%] - 0.6

perplexity (3-gram LM) 17.9 97.5

5. Experimental Results

5.1. Baseline System

The performance of our system are measured in word er-

ror rate (WER). WER is the ratio of insertion, substitution,

and deletion of the glosses in the recognized sequence to

the total number of signed gloss. Our baseline recognition

system is based on appearance based features. Gray level

intensities of the image pixels are extracted from the images

downscaled to 32 × 32 yielding 1024 dimensional feature

vectors. However, high dimensional features are compu-

tationally very expensive,but degrade the recognition per-

formance. These problems are resolved by applying PCA

for dimensionality reduction. In our experiments 200 di-

mensions has been empirically proved to be a good size for

the resulting feature vectors. Using these features only, we

obtain a word error rate of 28.2% on the signer dependent

setup of the SIGNUM database. In further experiments,

we concatenated several consecutive images into one fea-

ture vector before PCA reduction. Table 4 summarizes the

results achieved when concatenating 3, 5, 7 images before

applying the dimensionality reduction. The best error rate is

obtained with 5 images. These results suggest that context

information improves the recognition rate.

5.2. Hand Patches Features

Manual components of sign language are mostly con-

veyed by the dominant hand. Typically, these components

are characterized by hand shapes and movements. To intro-

duce this information in the recognition process, we use the

dominant hand as described in section 3.1. Table 5 presents

the results obtained using those handpatches. We observe

4
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Table 4. Baseline word error rates of our system using PCA-based

full image features and concatenation of several images to a fea-

ture vector

Features context del / ins[%] WER [%]

Full image ±1 6.7 / 3.0 30.1

±2 7.2 / 2.3 28.2

±3 7.1 / 1.8 28.7

an improvement in performance and the error rate drops

from 28.2 % to 16.0%. This confirms the assumption that

the features of the dominant hand are sufficient features to

discriminate most signs in this database. As shown in the

previous section, concatenation of consecutive images im-

proves the overall performance.

Table 5. Word error rates of our system using appearence-based

handpatch features

Features context del / ins[%] WER [%]

Hand patches ±1 4.6 /1.3 16.6

±2 2.2 / 3.2 16.0

±3 - / - 20.8

5.3. Neural Network based Features

In the following experiments we have tested the perfor-

mance of the MLP-based features. We have used two differ-

ent features sets, reffered to as RAW and PCA, with several

consecutive frames to include temporal dependencies as de-

scribed in Section 3.2. Experimental results of the PCA

features are shown in Table 6 and for the RAW features in

Table 7.

The MLP-based posterior estimates based GHMM sys-

tems clearly outperform the appearance based systems.

Whereas the MLP-based posterior estimates trained on 3

consecutive frames of the RAW feature set already outper-

form the best previously reported result by more than 3%

absolute, the best result is achieved when the PCA trans-

formed features and 3 consecutive images are used as input

to train the MLP. Even if the training and cross validation

accuracy is increased by using 5 or 7 consecutive frames as

input, the corresponding improvement in accuracy do not

result in better word error rates in the trained tandem sys-

tem. Moreover, the results show that the training of the

MLPs results in overfitting when the input feature size is

increased and the generalization of the MLP-based features

gets worse.

Table 6. Error rates of our system with MLP-based features input

and different context sizes. The MLP is trained on PCA trans-

formed handpatches.

Features win del / ins [%] WER [%]

PCA ±0 2.2 / 2.3 13.8

±1 2.0 / 1.1 13.0

±2 1.7 / 2.6 14.7

±3 2.1 / 3.8 17.4

Table 7. Error rates of our system using MLP-based features

trained on handpatches as input.

Features win del / ins [%] WER [%]

RAW ±0 1.6 / 3.5 14.6

±1 1.1 / 3.1 13.9

5.4. Synchronous Combination of Features

Three differents features extracted from the original im-

ages have been investigated in the previous subsection. The

PCA reduced handpatches and MLP-based features derived

from the cropped hand patches yield error rates of 16% re-

spectively 13%. The full images downscaled to 32 × 32 and

reduced to 200 components by PCA achieves an error rate

of 28%.

A synchronous combination of the three models gener-

ated by the different feature groups has been investigated

and shows a relative improvement of 7 % compared to the

state of the art result of 12.7% published in [14]. Combina-

tion results are presented in Table 8. The different feature

models have been weighted separately during the recogni-

tion stage depending on their significance.

Table 8. Synchronous feature combination without retraining on

the SIGNUM dataset

Features del / ins [%] WER [%]

Full image (F1) 7.2 / 2.3 28.2

Handpatches (F2) 2.2 / 3.2 16.0

MLP-based posteriors (F3) 2.0 / 1.1 13.0

F1 + F2 + F3 2.1 / 1.5 11.9

6. Conclusion

We presented a sign language recognition system that is

able to recognize 84% of sign language sentences on the

SIGNUM database using appearance-based features only,

and thus avoid unnatural constraints on the signer. This
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solution is practical because features are extracted directly

from the video recorded using a simple camera. This makes

the recognition system more practical since signers do not

have to wear gloves or markers that make the signing pro-

cess unnatural. Differents MLP system have been trained

using the hand patches and alignments produced by our

appearance-base GHMM system. Further posteriors de-

rived from the MLP have been used to train the GHMM sys-

tem and yield significant improvements. Good results are

obtained when combining the advantages of large and non-

linear context modeling via neural networks while profit-

ing from the HMM modeling. The importance of these

MLP-based features is also supported by the 19% relative

improvement we achieve using the posterior estimates in

comparison to the best appearance base feature set.

Different aspects of the signing process are merged to-

gether by a synchronous combination without retraining of

the individual systems. A suitable combination of the dif-

ferent features at model level yields an improvement of the

accuracy and outperforms the best result published on the

SIGNUM database by 6% relative.

This work is the first attempt to use neural network based

features for continuous sign language recognition. Given

this very encouraging start for one signer, we are extending

our research to signer independent setup of the SIGNUM

database. Further investigations are on the way to evaluate

the apport of neural network features on more challenging

dataset.
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